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This comprehensive work shows how to design and develop innovative, optimal and sustainable chemical processes by applying
the principles of process systems engineering, leading to integrated sustainable processes with 'green' attributes. Generic
systematic methods are employed, supported by intensive use of computer simulation as a powerful tool for mastering the
complexity of physical models. New to the second edition are chapters on product design and batch processes with applications in
specialty chemicals, process intensification methods for designing compact equipment with high energetic efficiency, plantwide
control for managing the key factors affecting the plant dynamics and operation, health, safety and environment issues, as well as
sustainability analysis for achieving high environmental performance. All chapters are completely rewritten or have been revised.
This new edition is suitable as teaching material for Chemical Process and Product Design courses for graduate MSc students,
being compatible with academic requirements world-wide. The inclusion of the newest design methods will be of great value to
professional chemical engineers. Systematic approach to developing innovative and sustainable chemical processes Presents
generic principles of process simulation for analysis, creation and assessment Emphasis on sustainable development for the
future of process industries
Introduction to Chemical Reactor Analysis, Second Edition introduces the basic concepts of chemical reactor analysis and design,
an important foundation for understanding chemical reactors, which play a central role in most industrial chemical plants. The
scope of the second edition has been significantly enhanced and the content reorganized for improved pedagogical value,
containing sufficient material to be used as a text for an undergraduate level two-term course. This edition also contains five new
chapters on catalytic reaction engineering. Written so that newcomers to the field can easily progress through the topics, this text
provides sufficient knowledge for readers to perform most of the common reaction engineering calculations required for a typical
practicing engineer. The authors introduce kinetics, reactor types, and commonly used terms in the first chapter. Subsequent
chapters cover a review of chemical engineering thermodynamics, mole balances in ideal reactors for three common reactor
types, energy balances in ideal reactors, and chemical reaction kinetics. The text also presents an introduction to nonideal
reactors, and explores kinetics and reactors in catalytic systems. The book assumes that readers have some knowledge of
thermodynamics, numerical methods, heat transfer, and fluid flow. The authors include an appendix for numerical methods, which
are essential to solving most realistic problems in chemical reaction engineering. They also provide numerous worked examples
and additional problems in each chapter. Given the significant number of chemical engineers involved in chemical process plant
operation at some point in their careers, this book offers essential training for interpreting chemical reactor performance and
improving reactor operation. What’s New in This Edition: Five new chapters on catalytic reaction engineering, including various
catalytic reactions and kinetics, transport processes, and experimental methods Expanded coverage of adsorption Additional
worked problems Reorganized material
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Chemical Engineering Computation with MATLAB®, Second Edition continues to present basic to advanced levels of problemsolving techniques using MATLAB as the computation environment. The Second Edition provides even more examples and
problems extracted from core chemical engineering subject areas and all code is updated to MATLAB version 2020. It also
includes a new chapter on computational intelligence and: Offers exercises and extensive problem-solving instruction and
solutions for various problems Features solutions developed using fundamental principles to construct mathematical models and
an equation-oriented approach to generate numerical results Delivers a wealth of examples to demonstrate the implementation of
various problem-solving approaches and methodologies for problem formulation, problem solving, analysis, and presentation, as
well as visualization and documentation of results Includes an appendix offering an introduction to MATLAB for readers unfamiliar
with the program, which will allow them to write their own MATLAB programs and follow the examples in the book Provides aid
with advanced problems that are often encountered in graduate research and industrial operations, such as nonlinear regression,
parameter estimation in differential systems, two-point boundary value problems and partial differential equations and optimization
This essential textbook readies engineering students, researchers, and professionals to be proficient in the use of MATLAB to
solve sophisticated real-world problems within the interdisciplinary field of chemical engineering. The text features a solutions
manual, lecture slides, and MATLAB program files._
Chemical Reactor Design and Operation K. R. Westerterp, W. P. M. van Swaaij and A. A. C. M. Beenackers Chemical Reaction
Engineering Laboratories, Twente University of Technology, Enschede, The Netherlands This is a comprehensive handbook on
the design and operation of chemical reactors which are vital elements in every manufacturing process. The book offers an
introduction to the modern literature and covers in depth the relevant theory of chemical reactors. The theory is illustrated by
numerous worked examples typical to chemical reaction engineering practice in research, development, design and operation. The
examples range from fine chemicals to large scale production and from water purification to metallurgical processes, commencing
with simple homogenous model reactors and then moving to the complicated, multi-phase, heterogeneous reactors met with in
reality. All the examples are based on the industrial experience of the authors. Much effort is dedicated to the behaviour of
reactors in practice and to the capacity, yield and selectivity of the reactor. The book is thoroughly indexed and cross-referenced.
This edition will be particularly useful to undergraduate and graduate students studying chemical reactors. Contents Fundamentals
of chemical reactor calculations Model reactors: single reactions, isothermal single phase reactor calculations Model reactors:
multiple reactions, isothermal single phase reactors Residence time distribution and mixing in continuous flow reactors Influence of
micromixing on chemical reactions The role of the heat effect in model reactors Multi-phase reactors, single reactions Multi-phase
reactors, multiple reactions Heat effects in multi-phase reactors The authors: The authors have accumulated a long experience
both in fine chemicals and in the petrochemicals industry, in Europe as well as abroad. Currently they are jointly responsible for
the research work in chemical reaction engineering and process development at Twente University. Several new reactor types and
new processes have been developed at their institute and present research interests include gasification, fluidization and
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gas--liquid reactors, three-phase reactors, high-pressure technology in chemical reaction engineering, thermal behaviour of
heterogeneous reactors and computer design and economic evaluation of reaction units and chemical plants.
Introduction to Process Engineering and Design covers basic principles to design alternate systems, develop process diagrams
and select the best alternative to be adopted. Multiple industrial examples provided in the book will enhance the skills of the
readers for innovative designs. Salient Features: • Focuses on process design of chemical plants and equipment • State-of-the-art
technique of supercritical extraction, reactive distillation, short path distillation discussed • Process Flow-charts are provided
throughout the book
Evaluates trade-offs and uncertainties inherent in achieving sustainable energy, analyzes the major energy technologies, and
provides a framework for assessing policy options.
A comprehensive introduction to chemical reactor engineering from an industrial perspective In Fundamentals of Chemical
Reactor Engineering: A Multi-Scale Approach, a distinguished team of academics delivers a thorough introduction to foundational
concepts in chemical reactor engineering. It offers readers the tools they need to develop a firm grasp of the kinetics and
thermodynamics of reactions, hydrodynamics, transport processes, and heat and mass transfer resistances in a chemical reactor.
This textbook describes the interaction of reacting molecules on the molecular scale and uses real-world examples to illustrate the
principles of chemical reactor analysis and heterogeneous catalysis at every scale. It includes a strong focus on new approaches
to process intensification, the modeling of multifunctional reactors, structured reactor types, and the importance of hydrodynamics
and transport processes in a chemical reactor. With end-of-chapter problem sets and multiple open-ended case studies to promote
critical thinking, this book also offers supplementary online materials and an included instructor’s manual. Readers will also find: A
thorough introduction to the rate concept and species conservation equations in reactors, including chemical and flow reactors and
the stoichiometric relations between reacting species A comprehensive exploration of reversible reactions and chemical
equilibrium, including the thermodynamics of chemical reactions and different forms of the equilibrium constant Practical
discussions of chemical kinetics and analysis of batch reactors, including batch reactor data analysis In-depth examinations of
ideal flow reactors, CSTR, and plug flow reactor models Ideal for undergraduate and graduate chemical engineering students
studying chemical reactor engineering, chemical engineering kinetics, heterogeneous catalysis, and reactor design, Fundamentals
of Chemical Reactor Engineering is also an indispensable resource for professionals and students in food, environmental, and
materials engineering.
"The fourth edition of Elements of Chemical Reaction Engineering is a completely revised version of the book. It combines authoritative
coverage of the principles of chemical reaction engineering with an unsurpassed focus on critical thinking and creative problem solving,
employing open-ended questions and stressing the Socratic method. Clear and organized, it integrates text, visuals, and computer
simulations to help readers solve even the most challenging problems through reasoning, rather than by memorizing equations."--BOOK
JACKET.
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Learn Chemical Reaction Engineering through Reasoning, Not Memorization Essentials of Chemical Reaction Engineering is a complete yet
concise, modern introduction to chemical reaction engineering for undergraduate students. While the classic Elements of Chemical Reaction
Engineering, Fourth Edition, is still available, H. Scott Fogler distilled that larger text into this volume of essential topics for undergraduate
students. Fogler’s unique way of presenting the material helps students gain a deep, intuitive understanding of the field’s essentials through
reasoning, not memorization. He especially focuses on important new energy and safety issues, ranging from solar and biomass applications
to the avoidance of runaway reactions. Thoroughly classroom tested, this text reflects feedback from hundreds of students at the University of
Michigan and other leading universities. It also provides new resources to help students discover how reactors behave in diverse situations.
Coverage includes Crucial safety topics, including ammonium nitrate CSTR explosions, nitroaniline and T2 Laboratories batch reactor
runaways, and SAChE/CCPS resources Greater emphasis on safety: following the recommendations of the Chemical Safety Board (CSB) 2
case studies from plant explosions and two homework problems which discuss another explosion. Solar energy conversions: chemical,
thermal, and catalytic water spilling Algae production for biomass Mole balances: batch, continuous-flow, and industrial reactors Conversion
and reactor sizing: design equations, reactors in series, and more Rate laws and stoichiometry Isothermal reactor design: conversion and
molar flow rates Collection and analysis of rate data Multiple reactions: parallel, series, and complex reactions; membrane reactors; and more
Reaction mechanisms, pathways, bioreactions, and bioreactors Catalysis and catalytic reactors Nonisothermal reactor design: steady-state
energy balance and adiabatic PFR applications Steady-state nonisothermal reactor design: flow reactors with heat exchange
This book serves as an introduction to the subject, giving readers the tools to solve real-world chemical reaction engineering problems. It
features a section of fully solved examples as well as end of chapter problems. It includes coverage of catalyst characterization and its impact
on kinetics and reactor modeling. Each chapter presents simple ideas and concepts which build towards more complex and realistic cases
and situations. Introduces an in-depth kinetics analysis Features well developed sections on the major topics of catalysts, kinetics, reactor
design, and modeling Includes a chapter that showcases a fully worked out example detailing a typical problem that is faced when performing
laboratory work Offers end of chapter problems and a solutions manual for adopting professors Aimed at advanced chemical engineering
undergraduates and graduate students taking chemical reaction engineering courses as well as chemical engineering professionals, this
textbook provides the knowledge to tackle real problems within the industry.
Elements of Chemical Reaction Engineering.
This book closes the gap between Chemical Reaction Engineering and Fluid Mechanics. It provides the basic theory for momentum, heat and
mass transfer in reactive systems. Numerical methods for solving the resulting equations as well as the interplay between physical and
numerical modes are discussed. The book is written using the standard terminology of this community. It is intended for researchers and
engineers who want to develop their own codes, or who are interested in a deeper insight into commercial CFD codes in order to derive
consistent extensions and to overcome "black box" practice. It can also serve as a textbook and reference book.
Today’s Definitive, Undergraduate-Level Introduction to Chemical Reaction Engineering Problem-Solving For 30 years, H. Scott Fogler’s
Elements of Chemical Reaction Engineering has been the #1 selling text for courses in chemical reaction engineering worldwide. Now, in
Essentials of Chemical Reaction Engineering, Second Edition, Fogler has distilled this classic into a modern, introductory-level guide
specifically for undergraduates. This is the ideal resource for today’s students: learners who demand instantaneous access to information
and want to enjoy learning as they deepen their critical thinking and creative problem-solving skills. Fogler successfully integrates text,
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visuals, and computer simulations, and links theory to practice through many relevant examples. This updated second edition covers mole
balances, conversion and reactor sizing, rate laws and stoichiometry, isothermal reactor design, rate data collection/analysis, multiple
reactions, reaction mechanisms, pathways, bioreactions and bioreactors, catalysis, catalytic reactors, nonisothermal reactor designs, and
more. Its multiple improvements include a new discussion of activation energy, molecular simulation, and stochastic modeling, and a
significantly revamped chapter on heat effects in chemical reactors. To promote the transfer of key skills to real-life settings, Fogler presents
three styles of problems: Straightforward problems that reinforce the principles of chemical reaction engineering Living Example Problems
(LEPs) that allow students to rapidly explore the issues and look for optimal solutions Open-ended problems that encourage students to use
inquiry-based learning to practice creative problem-solving skills About the Web Site ( umich.edu/~elements/5e/index.html ) The companion
Web site offers extensive enrichment opportunities and additional content, including Complete PowerPoint slides for lecture notes for
chemical reaction engineering classes Links to additional software, including Polymath, MATLAB, Wolfram Mathematica, AspenTech, and
COMSOL Multiphysics Interactive learning resources linked to each chapter, including Learning Objectives, Summary Notes, Web Modules,
Interactive Computer Games, Computer Simulations and Experiments, Solved Problems, FAQs, and links to LearnChemE Living Example
Problems that provide more than 75 interactive simulations, allowing students to explore the examples and ask “what-if ” questions
Professional Reference Shelf, containing a...
The role of the chemical reactor is crucial for the industrial conversion of raw materials into products and numerous factors must be
considered when selecting an appropriate and efficient chemical reactor. Chemical Reaction Engineering and Reactor Technology defines
the qualitative aspects that affect the selection of an industrial chemical reactor and couples various reactor models to case-specific kinetic
expressions for chemical processes. Offering a systematic development of the chemical reaction engineering concept, this volume explores:
Essential stoichiometric, kinetic, and thermodynamic terms needed in the analysis of chemical reactors Homogeneous and heterogeneous
reactors Residence time distributions and non-ideal flow conditions in industrial reactors Solutions of algebraic and ordinary differential
equation systems Gas- and liquid-phase diffusion coefficients and gas-film coefficients Correlations for gas-liquid systems Solubilities of
gases in liquids Guidelines for laboratory reactors and the estimation of kinetic parameters The authors pay special attention to the exact
formulations and derivations of mass energy balances and their numerical solutions. Richly illustrated and containing exercises and solutions
covering a number of processes, from oil refining to the development of specialty and fine chemicals, the text provides a clear understanding
of chemical reactor analysis and design.

Elements of Chemical Reaction EngineeringPrentice Hall
The Definitive Guide to Chemical Reaction Engineering Problem-SolvingWith Updated Content and More Active Learning
For decades, H. Scott Foglers Elements of Chemical Reaction Engineering has been the worlds dominant chemical
reaction engineering text. This Sixth Edition and integrated Web site deliver a more compelling active learning experience
than ever before. Using sliders and interactive examples in Wolfram, Python, POLYMATH, and MATLAB, students can
explore reactions and reactors by running realistic simulation experiments. Writing for todays students, Fogler provides
instant access to information, avoids extraneous details, and presents novel problems linking theory to practice. Faculty
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can flexibly define their courses, drawing on updated chapters, problems, and extensive Professional Reference Shelf
web content at diverse levels of difficulty. The book thoroughly prepares undergraduates to apply chemical reaction
kinetics and physics to the design of chemical reactors. And four advanced chapters address graduate-level topics,
including effectiveness factors. To support the fields growing emphasis on chemical reactor safety, each chapter now
ends with a practical safety lesson. Updates throughout the book reflect current theory and practice and emphasize
safety New discussions of molecular simulations and stochastic modeling Increased emphasis on alternative energy
sources such as solar and biofuels Thorough reworking of three chapters on heat effects Full chapters on nonideal
reactors, diffusion limitations, and residence time distribution About the Companion Web Site (
umich.edu/~elements/6e/index.html ) Complete PowerPoint slides for lecture notes for chemical reaction engineering
classes Links to additional software, including POLYMATH, MATLAB, Wolfram Mathematica, AspenTech, and COMSOL
Interactive learning resources linked to each chapter, including Learning Objectives, Summary Notes, Web Modules,
Interactive Computer Games, Solved Problems, FAQs, additional homework problems, and links to Learncheme Living
Example Problemsunique to this bookthat provide more than 80 interactive simulations, allowing students to explore the
examples and ask what-if questions Professional Reference Shelf, which includes advanced content on reactors,
weighted least squares, experimental planning, laboratory reactors, pharmacokinetics, wire gauze reactors, trickle bed
reactors, fluidized bed reactors, CVD boat reactors, detailed explanations of key d...
The Second Edition features new problems that engage readers in contemporary reactor design Highly praised by
instructors, students, and chemical engineers, Introduction to Chemical Engineering Kinetics & Reactor Design has been
extensively revised and updated in this Second Edition. The text continues to offer a solid background in chemical
reaction kinetics as well as in material and energy balances, preparing readers with the foundation necessary for success
in the design of chemical reactors. Moreover, it reflects not only the basic engineering science, but also the mathematical
tools used by today’s engineers to solve problems associated with the design of chemical reactors. Introduction to
Chemical Engineering Kinetics & Reactor Design enables readers to progressively build their knowledge and skills by
applying the laws of conservation of mass and energy to increasingly more difficult challenges in reactor design. The first
one-third of the text emphasizes general principles of chemical reaction kinetics, setting the stage for the subsequent
treatment of reactors intended to carry out homogeneous reactions, heterogeneous catalytic reactions, and biochemical
transformations. Topics include: Thermodynamics of chemical reactions Determination of reaction rate expressions
Elements of heterogeneous catalysis Basic concepts in reactor design and ideal reactor models Temperature and energy
effects in chemical reactors Basic and applied aspects of biochemical transformations and bioreactors About 70% of the
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problems in this Second Edition are new. These problems, frequently based on articles culled from the research
literature, help readers develop a solid understanding of the material. Many of these new problems also offer readers
opportunities to use current software applications such as Mathcad and MATLAB®. By enabling readers to progressively
build and apply their knowledge, the Second Edition of Introduction to Chemical Engineering Kinetics & Reactor Design
remains a premier text for students in chemical engineering and a valuable resource for practicing engineers.
The science of catalytic reaction engineering studies the catalyst and the catalytic process in the laboratory in order to
predict how they will perform in production-scale reactors. Surprises are to be avoided in the scaleup of industrial
processes. The laboratory results must account for flow, heat and mass transfer influences on reaction rate to be useful
for scaleup. Calculated performance based on these results must also be useful to maximization of profit and safety and
minimization of pollution. To this end, information on products as well as byproducts and heat produced must be
generated. If a sufficiently large database of knowledge is produced, optimization studies will be possible later if
economic conditions change. The field of reaction engineering required new tools. For kinetic and catalyst testing, the
most successful of these tools was the internal recycle reactor. Studies in recycle reactors can be made under welldefined conditions of flow and associated transfer processes, and close to commercial operation. The recycle reactor
eliminates or minimizes the effect of transfer process, and allows the remaining ones to be known. Features of this book:
• Provides insight into a field that is neither well understood nor properly appreciated. • Gives a deeper understanding of
reaction engineering practice. • Helps avoid frustration and disappointment in industrial research. This book is short and
clear enough to assist all members of the R&D and Engineering team, whether reaction engineers, or specialists in other
fields. This is critical in this new age of computation and communication, when team members must each know at least
something of their colleagues' fields. Additionally, many scientists in more exploratory or fundamental fields can use
recycle reactors to study basic phenomena free of transfer interactions.
The first English edition of this book was published in 2014. This book was originally intended for undergraduate and
graduate students and had one major objective: teach the basic concepts of kinetics and reactor design. The main
reason behind the book is the fact that students frequently have great difficulty to explain the basic phenomena that occur
in practice. Therefore, basic concepts with examples and many exercises are presented in each topic, instead of specific
projects of the industry. The main objective was to provoke students to observe kinetic phenomena and to think about
them. Indeed, reactors cannot be designed and operated without knowledge of kinetics. Additionally, the empirical nature
of kinetic studies is recognized in the present edition of the book. For this reason, analyses related to how experimental
errors affect kinetic studies are performed and illustrated with actual data. Particularly, analytical and numerical solutions
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are derived to represent the uncertainties of reactant conversions in distinct scenarios and are used to analyze the quality
of the obtained parameter estimates. Consequently, new topics that focus on the development of analytical and
numerical procedures for more accurate description of experimental errors in reaction systems and of estimates of kinetic
parameters have been included in this version of the book. Finally, kinetics requires knowledge that must be
complemented and tested in the laboratory. Therefore, practical examples of reactions performed in bench and semi-pilot
scales are discussed in the final chapter. This edition of the book has been organized in two parts. In the first part, a
thorough discussion regarding reaction kinetics is presented. In the second part, basic equations are derived and used to
represent the performances of batch and continuous ideal reactors, isothermal and non-isothermal reaction systems and
homogeneous and heterogeneous reactor vessels, as illustrated with several examples and exercises. This textbook will
be of great value to undergraduate and graduate students in chemical engineering as well as to graduate students in and
researchers of kinetics and catalysis.
Appropriate for a one-semester undergraduate or first-year graduate course, this text introduces the quantitative
treatment of chemical reaction engineering. It covers both homogeneous and heterogeneous reacting systems and
examines chemical reaction engineering as well as chemical reactor engineering. Each chapter contains numerous
worked-out problems and real-world vignettes involving commercial applications, a feature widely praised by reviewers
and teachers. 2003 edition.
An innovative approach that helps students move from the classroom to professional practice This text offers a
comprehensive, unified methodology to analyze and design chemical reactors, using a reaction-based design formulation
rather than the common species-based design formulation. The book's acclaimed approach addresses the weaknesses
of current pedagogy by giving readers the knowledge and tools needed to address the technical challenges they will face
in practice. Principles of Chemical Reactor Analysis and Design prepares readers to design and operate real chemical
reactors and to troubleshoot any technical problems that may arise. The text's unified methodology is applicable to both
single and multiple chemical reactions, to all reactor configurations, and to all forms of rate expression. This text also . . .
Describes reactor operations in terms of dimensionless design equations, generating dimensionless operating curves
that depict the progress of individual chemical reactions, the composition of species, and the temperature. Combines all
parameters that affect heat transfer into a single dimensionless number that can be estimated a priori. Accounts for all
variations in the heat capacity of the reacting fluid. Develops a complete framework for economic-based optimization of
reactor operations. Problems at the end of each chapter are categorized by their level of difficulty from one to four, giving
readers the opportunity to test and develop their skills. Graduate and advanced undergraduate chemical engineering
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students will find that this text's unified approach better prepares them for professional practice by teaching them the
actual skills needed to design and analyze chemical reactors.
Today’s Definitive, Undergraduate-Level Introduction to Chemical Reaction Engineering Problem-Solving For 30 years,
H. Scott Fogler’s Elements of Chemical Reaction Engineering has been the #1 selling text for courses in chemical
reaction engineering worldwide. Now, in Essentials of Chemical Reaction Engineering, Second Edition, Fogler has
distilled this classic into a modern, introductory-level guide specifically for undergraduates. This is the ideal resource for
today’s students: learners who demand instantaneous access to information and want to enjoy learning as they deepen
their critical thinking and creative problem-solving skills. Fogler successfully integrates text, visuals, and computer
simulations, and links theory to practice through many relevant examples. This updated second edition covers mole
balances, conversion and reactor sizing, rate laws and stoichiometry, isothermal reactor design, rate data
collection/analysis, multiple reactions, reaction mechanisms, pathways, bioreactions and bioreactors, catalysis, catalytic
reactors, nonisothermal reactor designs, and more. Its multiple improvements include a new discussion of activation
energy, molecular simulation, and stochastic modeling, and a significantly revamped chapter on heat effects in chemical
reactors. To promote the transfer of key skills to real-life settings, Fogler presents three styles of problems:
Straightforward problems that reinforce the principles of chemical reaction engineering Living Example Problems (LEPs)
that allow students to rapidly explore the issues and look for optimal solutions Open-ended problems that encourage
students to use inquiry-based learning to practice creative problem-solving skills About the Web Site
(umich.edu/~elements/5e/index.html) The companion Web site offers extensive enrichment opportunities and additional
content, including Complete PowerPoint slides for lecture notes for chemical reaction engineering classes Links to
additional software, including Polymath, MATLAB, Wolfram Mathematica, AspenTech, and COMSOL Multiphysics
Interactive learning resources linked to each chapter, including Learning Objectives, Summary Notes, Web Modules,
Interactive Computer Games, Computer Simulations and Experiments, Solved Problems, FAQs, and links to
LearnChemE Living Example Problems that provide more than 75 interactive simulations, allowing students to explore
the examples and ask “what-if ” questions Professional Reference Shelf, containing advanced content on reactors,
weighted least squares, experimental planning, laboratory reactors, pharmacokinetics, wire gauze reactors, trickle bed
reactors, fluidized bed reactors, CVD boat reactors, detailed explanations of key derivations, and more Problem-solving
strategies and insights on creative and critical thinking Register your product at informit.com/register for convenient
access to downloads, updates, and/or corrections as they become available.
The publication of the third edition of 'Chemical Engineering Volume 3' marks the completion of the re-orientation of the
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basic material contained in the first three volumes of the series. Volume 3 is devoted to reaction engineering (both
chemical and biochemical), together with measurement and process control. This text is designed for students, graduate
and postgraduate, of chemical engineering.
Written by an excellent, highly experienced and motivated team of lecturers, this textbook is based on one of the most
successful courses in catalysis and as such is tried-and-tested by generations of graduate and PhD students, i.e. the
Catalysis-An-Integrated-Approach (CAIA) course organized by NIOK, the Dutch Catalysis research school. It covers all
essential aspects of this important topic, including homogeneous, heterogeneous and biocatalysis, but also kinetics,
catalyst characterization and preparation, reactor design and engineering. The perfect source of information for graduate
and PhD students in chemistry and chemical engineering, as well as for scientists wanting to refresh their knowledge
A guide to the technical and calculation problems of chemical reactor analysis, scale-up, catalytic and biochemical
reactor design Chemical Reactor Design offers a guide to the myriad aspects of reactor design including the use of
numerical methods for solving engineering problems. The author - a noted expert on the topic - explores the use of
transfer functions to study residence time distributions, convolution and deconvolution curves for reactor characterization,
forced-unsteady-state-operation, scale-up of chemical reactors, industrial catalysis, design of multiphasic reactors,
biochemical reactors design, as well as the design of multiphase gas-liquid-solid reactors. Chemical Reactor Design
contains several examples of calculations and it gives special emphasis on the numerical solutions of differential
equations by using the finite differences approximation, which offers the background information for understanding other
more complex methods. The book is designed for the chemical engineering academic community and includes case
studies on mathematical modeling by using of MatLab software. This important book: - Offers an up-to-date insight into
the most important developments in the field of chemical, catalytic, and biochemical reactor engineering - Contains new
aspects such as the use of numerical methods for solving engineering problems, transfer functions to study residence
time distributions, and more - Includes illustrative case studies on MatLab approach, with emphasis on numerical solution
of differential equations using the finite differences approximation Written for chemical engineers, mechanical engineers,
chemists in industry, complex chemists, bioengineers, and process engineers, Chemical Reactor Design addresses the
technical and calculation problems of chemical reactor analysis, scale-up, as well as catalytic and biochemical reactor
design.
Primarily aimed at the junior - senior level student in chemical engineering.
A practical approach to chemical reaction kinetics—from basic concepts to laboratory methods—featuring numerous realworld examples and case studies This book focuses on fundamental aspects of reaction kinetics with an emphasis on
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mathematical methods for analyzing experimental data and interpreting results. It describes basic concepts of reaction
kinetics, parameters for measuring the progress of chemical reactions, variables that affect reaction rates, and ideal
reactor performance. Mathematical methods for determining reaction kinetic parameters are described in detail with the
help of real-world examples and fully-worked step-by-step solutions. Both analytical and numerical solutions are
exemplified. The book begins with an introduction to the basic concepts of stoichiometry, thermodynamics, and chemical
kinetics. This is followed by chapters featuring in-depth discussions of reaction kinetics; methods for studying irreversible
reactions with one, two and three components; reversible reactions; and complex reactions. In the concluding chapters
the author addresses reaction mechanisms, enzymatic reactions, data reconciliation, parameters, and examples of
industrial reaction kinetics. Throughout the book industrial case studies are presented with step-by-step solutions, and
further problems are provided at the end of each chapter. Takes a practical approach to chemical reaction kinetics basic
concepts and methods Features numerous illustrative case studies based on the author’s extensive experience in the
industry Provides essential information for chemical and process engineers, catalysis researchers, and professionals
involved in developing kinetic models Functions as a student textbook on the basic principles of chemical kinetics for
homogeneous catalysis Describes mathematical methods to determine reaction kinetic parameters with the help of
industrial case studies, examples, and step-by-step solutions Chemical Reaction Kinetics is a valuable working resource
for academic researchers, scientists, engineers, and catalyst manufacturers interested in kinetic modeling, parameter
estimation, catalyst evaluation, process development, reactor modeling, and process simulation. It is also an ideal
textbook for undergraduate and graduate-level courses in chemical kinetics, homogeneous catalysis, chemical reaction
engineering, and petrochemical engineering, biotechnology.
Chemical reaction engineering is concerned with the exploitation of chemical reactions on a commercial scale. It's goal is
the successful design and operation of chemical reactors. This text emphasizes qualitative arguments, simple design
methods, graphical procedures, and frequent comparison of capabilities of the major reactor types. Simple ideas are
treated first, and are then extended to the more complex.
This practical book presents the modeling of dynamic biological engineering processes in a readily comprehensible manner, using
the unique combination of simplified fundamental theory and direct hands-on computer simulation. The mathematics is kept to a
minimum, and yet the 60 examples illustrate almost every aspect of biological engineering science, with each one described in
detail, including the model equations. The programs are written in the modern user-friendly simulation language Berkeley
Madonna, which can be run on both Windows PC and Power-Macintosh computers. Madonna solves models comprising many
ordinary differential equations using very simple programming, including arrays. It is so powerful that the model parameters may
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be defined as "sliders", which allow the effect of their change on the model behavior to be seen almost immediately. Data may be
included for curve fitting, and sensitivity or multiple runs may be performed. The results can be viewed simultaneously on multiplegraph windows or by using overlays. The examples can be varied to fit any real situation, and the suggested exercises provide
practical guidance. The extensive teaching experience of the authors is reflected in this well-balanced presentation, which is
suitable for the teacher, student, biochemist or the engineer.
'Elements of Chemical Reaction Engineering', fourth edition, presents the fundamentals of chemical reaction engineering in a clear
and concise manner.
The role of the chemical reactor is crucial for the industrial conversion of raw materials into products and numerous factors must
be considered when selecting an appropriate and efficient chemical reactor. Chemical Reaction Engineering and Reactor
Technology defines the qualitative aspects that affect the selection of an industrial chemical reactor and couples various reactor
models to case-specific kinetic expressions for chemical processes. Thoroughly revised and updated, this much-anticipated
Second Edition addresses the rapid academic and industrial development of chemical reaction engineering. Offering a systematic
development of the chemical reaction engineering concept, this volume explores: essential stoichiometric, kinetic, and
thermodynamic terms needed in the analysis of chemical reactors homogeneous and heterogeneous reactors reactor optimization
aspects residence time distributions and non-ideal flow conditions in industrial reactors solutions of algebraic and ordinary
differential equation systems gas- and liquid-phase diffusion coefficients and gas-film coefficients correlations for gas-liquid
systems solubilities of gases in liquids guidelines for laboratory reactors and the estimation of kinetic parameters The authors pay
special attention to the exact formulations and derivations of mass energy balances and their numerical solutions. Richly illustrated
and containing exercises and solutions covering a number of processes, from oil refining to the development of specialty and fine
chemicals, the text provides a clear understanding of chemical reactor analysis and design.
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